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The Island of Knowledge
A look at the rebellious thinkers who are challenging
old ideas with their insights into the ways countless
elements of complex systems interact to produce
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spontaneous order out of confusion
The Picnic at the Edge of the Universe
A new look at the first few seconds after the Big
Bang—and how research into these moments
continues to revolutionize our understanding of our
universe Scientists in recent decades have made
crucial discoveries about how our cosmos evolved
over the past 13.8 billion years. But we still know little
about what happened in the first seconds after the
Big Bang. At the Edge of Time focuses on what we
have learned and are striving to understand about
this mysterious period at the beginning of cosmic
history. Delving into the remarkable science of
cosmology, Dan Hooper describes many of the
extraordinary questions that scientists are asking
about the origin and nature of our world. Hooper
examines how the Large Hadron Collider and other
experiments re-create the conditions of the Big Bang,
how we may finally discover the way dark matter was
formed during our universe’s first moments, and how,
with new telescopes, we are lifting the veil on the era
of cosmic inflation. At the Edge of Time presents an
accessible investigation of our universe and its birth.

Edge of the Universe
Humans receive the vast majority of sensory
perception through the eyes and ears. This nontechnical book examines the everyday physics behind
hearing and vision to help readers understand more
about themselves and their physical environment. It
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begins wit
Phonon Physics The Cutting Edge
Collection of articles examining some of the latest
work in the understanding of physics.

Fear of Physics
The cutting-edge science that is taking the measure
of the universe The Little Book of Cosmology provides
a breathtaking look at our universe on the grandest
scales imaginable. Written by one of the world's
leading experimental cosmologists, this short but
deeply insightful book describes what scientists are
revealing through precise measurements of the faint
thermal afterglow of the Big Bang—known as the
cosmic microwave background, or CMB—and how
their findings are transforming our view of the
cosmos. Blending the latest findings in cosmology
with essential concepts from physics, Lyman Page
first helps readers to grasp the sheer enormity of the
universe, explaining how to understand the history of
its formation and evolution in space and time. Then
he sheds light on how spatial variations in the CMB
formed, how they reveal the age, size, and geometry
of the universe, and how they offer a blueprint for the
formation of cosmic structure. Not only does Page
explain current observations and measurements, he
describes how they can be woven together into a
unified picture to form the Standard Model of
Cosmology. Yet much remains unknown, and this
incisive book also describes the search for ever
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deeper knowledge at the field's frontiers—from quests
to understand the nature of neutrinos and dark
energy to investigations into the physics of the very
early universe.

The Problems of Physics
A tour of the exotic and remote outposts where
scientists seek answers to the great mysteries: “A
thrilling ride around the globe and around the
cosmos.” —Sean Carroll, author of From Eternity to
Here In The Edge of Physics, a science writer journeys
to the ends of the Earth—visiting remote and
sometimes dangerous places—in search of the
telescopes and detectors that promise to answer the
biggest questions in modern cosmology. Anil
Ananthaswamy treks to the Atacama Desert in the
Chilean Andes, one of the coldest, driest places on the
planet, where not even a blade of grass can survive,
and the spectacularly clear skies and dry atmosphere
allow astronomers to gather brilliant images of
galaxies billions of light-years away. He takes us
inside the European Organisation for Astronomical
Research in the Southern Hemisphere’s Very Large
Telescope on Mount Paranal, where four massive
domes open to the sky each night “like a dragon
waking up.” Ananthaswamy also heads deep inside an
abandoned iron mine in Minnesota—where half-milethick rock shields physicists as they hunt for elusive
dark matter particles. And to the East Antarctic Ice
Sheet, where engineers are drilling 1.5 miles into the
clearest ice on the planet. They are building the
world’s largest neutrino detector, which could finally
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help reconcile quantum physics with Einstein’s theory
of general relativity. The stories of the people who
work at these and other research sites make for a
compelling new portrait of the universe—and our
quest to understand it. “From the top of Hawaii’s
Mauna Kea to Switzerland’s Large Hadron Collider and
more, Ananthaswamy paints a vivid picture of
scientific investigations in harsh working conditions. .
. . Even for readers who don’t know a neutrino from
Adam, these interesting tales of human endeavor
make The Edge of Physics a trip worth taking.”
—Bookpage “Ananthaswamy journeys to several
geographically and scientifically extreme outposts,
and returns not only with engaging portraits of the
men and women who work there, but also a vibrant
glimpse of how cutting-edge research is actually
performed. Part history lesson, part travelogue, part
adventure story, ‘The Edge of Physics’ is a wondersteeped page-turner.” —Seed Magazine
“Ananthaswamy displays a writer’s touch for the
fascinating detail.” —The Washington Post

The Jazz of Physics
From the big bang to black holes, from dark matter to
dark energy, from the origins of the universe to its
ultimate destiny, The Edge of the Sky tells the story of
the most important discoveries and mysteries in
modern cosmology—with a twist. The book’s lexicon
is limited to the thousand most common words in the
English language, excluding physics, energy, galaxy,
or even universe. Through the eyes of a fictional
scientist (Student-People) hunting for dark matter
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with one of the biggest telescopes (Big-Seers) on
Earth (Home-World), cosmologist Roberto Trotta
explores the most important ideas about our universe
(All-there-is) in language simple enough for anyone to
understand. A unique blend of literary
experimentation and science popularization, this
delightful book is a perfect gift for any aspiring
astronomer. The Edge of the Sky tells the story of the
universe on a human scale, and the result is out of
this world.

Physics of the Impossible
The first two volumes in this series published twenty
years ago contained chapters devoted to anharmonic
properties of solids, ab initio calculations of phonons
in metals and insulators, and surface phonons. In the
intervening years each of these important areas of
lattice dynamics has undergone significant
developments. This volume is therefore concerned
with reviewing the current status of these areas.
Chapter one deals with the path-integral quantum
Monte-Carlo method as a numerical simulation
approach and looks at how this has been applied
successfully to the determination of low temperature
thermodynamic properties of anharmonic crystals and
to certain dynamical properties as well. Chapter two is
concerned with the calculation of static and dynamic
properties of anharmonic crystals in the quantum
regime. Chapter three discusses intrinsic anharmonic
localized modes that have been intensively studied
recently. Two topics, ab initio calculations of phonons
in metals, and surface phonons are dealt with in the
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next chapter. The remaining two chapters are
devoted to topics that have not been treated in
previous volumes. One is phonon transport and the
second is phonons in disordered crystals. The work
described in the six chapters of this volume testifies
to the continuing vitality of the field of dynamical
properties of solids nearly a century after its founding.

Our Mathematical Universe
A global expansion of consciousness is underway. As
predicted by ancient prophecy, old ways of thinking
and of seeing the world are shifting. Mind-stretching
new phenomena are challenging current reality. New
frontiers of science are disclosing a connection
between our consciousness and physical reality. As
consciousness changes, so do our perceptions. The
door is opening to a new reality. Join Colin and
Synthia as they explore what is beyond this door.
Examine the multitude of current changes—from the
bases of society to the foundations of science—that
indicate the unfolding of a new paradigm. Investigate
non-ordinary reality and unexplained phenomena as
interactions of consciousness. In this fascinating new
title, you will explore and learn about: Parallel cases
of inexplicable exchanges between lights in the sky
and crop circles on the ground Strange sounds in the
sky heard and recorded around the world
Photographic orbs of light The Norway Spiral, a
rotating spiral of light seen by hundreds of people in
2009 Unexplained RADAR interference patterns
correlating with weather anomalies
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The Man Who Wasn't There
Michel Serres is one of the most influential living
theorists in European philosophy. This volume makes
available a work which has a foundational place in the
development of chaos theory, representing a tour de
force application of the principles underlying Serres’
distinctive philosophy of science.

The Everyday Physics of Hearing and
Vision
The Elegant Universe
Surveys the latest developments in the field of
physics, in such areas as quantum theory, lowtemperature physics, astrophysics, relativity, and
quarks

The Philosophy of Physics
From the celebrated author of the best-selling Physics
for Future Presidents comes “a provocative, strongly
argued book on the fundamental nature of time” (Lee
Smolin). You are reading the word "now" right now.
But what does that mean? "Now" has bedeviled
philosophers, priests, and modern-day physicists from
Augustine to Einstein and beyond. In Now, eminent
physicist Richard A. Muller takes up the challenge. He
begins with remarkably clear explanations of
relativity, entropy, entanglement, the Big Bang, and
more, setting the stage for his own revolutionary
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theory of time, one that makes testable predictions.
Muller’s monumental work will spark major debate
about the most fundamental assumptions of our
universe, and may crack one of physics’ longeststanding enigmas.

Physics from the Edge
"In the tradition of Oliver Sacks, a tour of the latest
neuroscience of schizophrenia, autism, Alzheimer's
disease, ecstatic epilepsy, Cotard's syndrome, out-ofbody experiences, and other disorders--revealing the
awesome power of the human sense of self from a
master of science journalism Anil Ananthaswamy's
extensive in-depth interviews venture into the lives of
individuals who offer perspectives that will change
how you think about who you are. These individuals
all lost some part of what we think of as our self, but
they then offer remarkable, sometimes heartwrenching insights into what remains. One man cut
off his own leg. Another became one with the
universe. We are learning about the self at a level of
detail that Descartes ("I think therefore I am") could
never have imagined. Recent research into
Alzheimer's illuminates how memory creates your
narrative self by using the same part of your brain for
your past as for your future. But wait, those afflicted
with Cotard's syndrome think they are already dead;
in a way, they believe that "I think therefore I am
not." Who--or what--can say that? Neuroscience has
identified specific regions of the brain that, when they
misfire, can cause the self to move back and forth
between the body and a doppelganger, or to leave
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the body entirely. So where in the brain, or mind, or
body, is the self actually located? As Ananthaswamy
elegantly reports, neuroscientists themselves now see
that the elusive sense of self is both everywhere and
nowhere in the human brain"--

At the Edge of Time
Physics and mathematics have always been closely
intertwined, with developments in one field frequently
inspiring the other. Currently, there are many
unsolved problems in physics which will likely require
innovations in mathematical physics. Mathematical
physics is concerned with problems in statistical
mechanics, atomic and molecular physics, quantum
field theory, and, in general, with the mathematical
foundations of theoretical physics. mechanics (both
nonrelativistic and relativistic), atomic and molecular
physics, the existence and properties of the phases of
model ferromagnets, the stability of matter, the
theory of symmetry and symmetry breaking in
quantum field theory (both in general and in concrete
models), and mathematical developments in
functional analysis and algebra to which such subjects
lead. This book presents leading-edge research in this
fast-moving field. Structure of the Kalb-Ramond
Gauge Symmetry and Spinor Representations; Group
Theoretical Interpretation of CPT-Theorem; Cross
Recurrence Plots and Their Applications; Analytical
Solutions of the Radiative Transfer Equation in Onedimensional Spherical Geometry With Central
Symmetry; Hyperspherical Functions and Harmonic
Analysis on the Lorentz Group; The Next Stage:
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Quantum Game Theory; Index.
The Edge of Physics
Examines the field of complexity science, with
sections focusing on how the discipline works within
computer simulations, natural ecosystems, and
various social systems.

The Little Book of Cosmology
Teleportation, time machines, force fields, and
interstellar space ships—the stuff of science fiction or
potentially attainable future technologies? Inspired by
the fantastic worlds of Star Trek, Star Wars, and Back
to the Future, renowned theoretical physicist and
bestselling author Michio Kaku takes an informed,
serious, and often surprising look at what our current
understanding of the universe's physical laws may
permit in the near and distant future.Entertaining,
informative, and imaginative, Physics of the
Impossible probes the very limits of human ingenuity
and scientific possibility.

The Birth of Physics
This book provides a unique and comprehensive
overview of the latest advances, challenges and
accomplishments in the rapidly growing field of
theoretical and computational materials science.
Today, an increasing number of industrial
communities rely more and more on advanced atomicscale methods to obtain reliable predictions of
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materials properties, complement qualitative
experimental analyses and circumvent experimental
difficulties. The book examines some of the latest and
most advanced simulation techniques currently
available, as well as up-to-date theoretical
approaches adopted by a selected panel of twelve
international research teams. It covers a wide range
of novel and advanced materials, exploring their
structural, elastic, optical, mass and electronic
transport properties. The cutting-edge techniques
presented appeal to physicists, applied
mathematicians and engineers interested in
advanced simulation methods in materials science.
The book can also be used as additional literature for
undergraduate and postgraduate students with
majors in physics, chemistry, applied mathematics
and engineering.

EDGE
Examines the effort to discover the Higgs boson
particle by tracing the development and use of the
Large Hadron Collider and how its findings are
dramatically shaping scientific understandings while
enabling world-changing innovations.

The Fabric of the Cosmos
More than fifty years ago, John Coltrane drew the
twelve musical notes in a circle and connected them
by straight lines, forming a five-pointed star. Inspired
by Einstein, Coltrane put physics and geometry at the
core of his music. Physicist and jazz musician Stephon
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Alexander follows suit, using jazz to answer physics'
most vexing questions about the past and future of
the universe. Following the great minds that first drew
the links between music and physics-a list including
Pythagoras, Kepler, Newton, Einstein, and Rakim-The
Jazz of Physics reveals that the ancient poetic idea of
the Music of the Spheres," taken seriously, clarifies
confounding issues in physics. The Jazz of Physics will
fascinate and inspire anyone interested in the
mysteries of our universe, music, and life itself.

Quantum Mind
Max Tegmark leads us on an astonishing journey
through past, present and future, and through the
physics, astronomy and mathematics that are the
foundation of his work, most particularly his
hypothesis that our physical reality is a mathematical
structure and his theory of the ultimate multiverse. In
a dazzling combination of both popular and
groundbreaking science, he not only helps us grasp
his often mind-boggling theories, but he also shares
with us some of the often surprising triumphs and
disappointments that have shaped his life as a
scientist. Fascinating from first to last—this is a book
that has already prompted the attention and
admiration of some of the most prominent scientists
and mathematicians.

Extreme Physics
From Jim Holt, the New York Times bestselling author
of Why Does the World Exist?, comes an entertaining
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and accessible guide to the most profound scientific
and mathematical ideas of recent centuries in When
Einstein Walked with Gödel: Excursions to the Edge of
Thought. Does time exist? What is infinity? Why do
mirrors reverse left and right but not up and down? In
this scintillating collection, Holt explores the human
mind, the cosmos, and the thinkers who’ve tried to
encompass the latter with the former. With his
trademark clarity and humor, Holt probes the
mysteries of quantum mechanics, the quest for the
foundations of mathematics, and the nature of logic
and truth. Along the way, he offers intimate
biographical sketches of celebrated and neglected
thinkers, from the physicist Emmy Noether to the
computing pioneer Alan Turing and the discoverer of
fractals, Benoit Mandelbrot. Holt offers a painless and
playful introduction to many of our most beautiful but
least understood ideas, from Einsteinian relativity to
string theory, and also invites us to consider why the
greatest logician of the twentieth century believed
the U.S. Constitution contained a terrible
contradiction—and whether the universe truly has a
future.

On the Edge of Reality
A vivid and captivating narrative about how modern
science broke free of ancient philosophy, and how
theoretical physics is returning to its unscientific roots
In the early seventeenth century Galileo broke free
from the hold of ancient Platonic and Aristotelian
philosophy. He drastically changed the framework
through which we view the natural world when he
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asserted that we should base our theory of reality on
what we can observe rather than pure thought. In the
process, he invented what we would come to call
science. This set the stage for all the breakthroughs
that followed--from Kepler to Newton to Einstein. But
in the early twentieth century when quantum physics,
with its deeply complex mathematics, entered into
the picture, something began to change. Many
physicists began looking to the equations first and
physical reality second. As we investigate realms
further and further from what we can see and what
we can test, we must look to elegant, aesthetically
pleasing equations to develop our conception of what
reality is. As a result, much of theoretical physics
today is something more akin to the philosophy of
Plato than the science to which the physicists are
heirs. In The Dream Universe, Lindley asks what is
science when it becomes completely untethered from
measurable phenomena?

A Cultural History of Physics
The fundamental and very important property of
inertia has never been well understood. This book
shows how inertia has puzzled many scientists such
as Galileo and Mach, and then presents a new theory
that explains inertia for the first time, and also
predicts galaxy rotation without dark matter, cosmic
acceleration and some other anomalies. Further
evidence for, and tests of, the theory are presented
and exciting applications such as new inertial launch
methods and the theoretical possibility of faster than
light travel will be discussed. To allow readers to use
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the theory themselves, some simple maths is
included, and to help explain the points made, there
are numerous cartoons by the author. Contents:A
History of InertiaModern PhysicsProblems at Low
AccelerationA Solution from the Edge: MiHsCEvidence
for MiHsCFuture Experimental Tests of MiHsCMiHsC
and Faster Than Light Travel Readership: Students
and researchers in physics. Key Features:It outlines
the start of an entirely new formulation of physics
that may solve present problems. One that has been
published in journals but not as a bookIt covers most
of (astro)physics simply and succinctly so it should be
of interest to the scientifically-minded general publicIt
is written accessibly for the public, with some
cartoons by the author, but also includes some
equations to allow interested researchers to make cal
culationsKeywords:Inertia;Physics;Cosmology;MiHsC;H
ubble-Scale;Casimir Effect;Unruh Radiation

Complexity
Is the universe infinite, or does it have an edge
beyond which there is, quite literally, nothing? Do we
live in the only possible universe? Why does it have
one time and three space dimensions - or does it?
What is it made of? What does it mean when we hear
that a new particle has been discovered? Will
quantum mechanics eventually break down and give
way to a totally new description of the world, one
whose features we cannot even begin to imagine?
This book aims to give the non-specialist reader a
general overview of what physicists think they do and
do not know in some representative frontier areas of
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contemporary physics. After sketching out the
historical background, A. J. Leggett goes on to discuss
the current situation and some of the open problems
of cosmology, high-energy physics, and condensedmatter physics. Unlike most other accounts, this book
focuses not so much on recent achievements as on
the fundamental problems at the heart of the subject,
and emphasizes the provisional nature of our present
understanding of things.

The Fabric of Reality
While the physical sciences are a continuously
evolving source of technology and of understanding
about our world, they have become so specialized
and rely on so much prerequisite knowledge that for
many people today the divide between the sciences
and the humanities seems even greater than it was
when C. P. Snow delivered his famous 1959 lecture,
"The Two Cultures." In A Cultural History of Physics,
Hungarian scientist and educator Károly Simonyi
succeeds in bridging this chasm by describing the
experimental methods and theoretical interpretations
that created scientific knowledge, from ancient times
to the present day, within the cultural environment in
which it was formed. Unlike any other work of its kind,
Simonyi’s seminal opus explores the interplay of
science and the humanities to convey the wonder and
excitement of scientific development throughout the
ages. These pages contain an abundance of excerpts
from original resources, a wide array of clear and
straightforward explanations, and an astonishing
wealth of insight, revealing the historical progress of
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science and inviting readers into a dialogue with the
great scientific minds that shaped our current
understanding of physics. Beautifully illustrated,
accurate in its scientific content and broad in its
historical and cultural perspective, this book will be a
valuable reference for scholars and an inspiration to
aspiring scientists and humanists who believe that
science is an integral part of our culture.

For the Love of Physics
Quantum Mind. The Edge Between Physics and
Psychology This is the second edition with new
preface from the author. In a single volume, Arnold
Mindell brings together psychology, physics, math,
myth, and shamanism – not only mapping the way for
next-generation science but also applying this wisdom
to personal growth, group dynamics, social and
political processes, and environmental issues.
Beginning with a discussion of cultural impacts on
mathematics, he presents esoteric but plausible
interpretations of imaginary numbers and the
quantum wavefunction. In this context he discusses
dreams, psychology, illness, shape-shifting (moving
among realities), and the self-reflecting Universe –
bringing in not only shamanism but also the
Aboriginal, Greek, and Hindu myths and even sacred
geometry from the Masonic orders and the Native
Americans. The book is enriched by several
psychological exercises that enable the reader to
subjectively experience mathematics (counting,
discounting, squaring, complex conjugating), physics
(parallel worlds, time travel), and shamanism (shapePage 18/27
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shifting).
Theory and Simulation in Physics for
Materials Applications
Largely autobiographical account of the author's life
as one who fell in love first with physics and then with
teaching physics to students.

Now: The Physics of Time
Introduces the superstring theory that attempts to
unite general relativity and quantum mechanics

Until the End of Time
An extraordinary and challenging synthesis of ideas
uniting Quantum Theory, and the theories of
Computation, Knowledge and Evolution, Deutsch's
extraordinary book explores the deep connections
between these strands which reveal the fabric of
realityin which human actions and ideas play
essential roles.

Physics from the Edge
Can science and religion ever communicate? Can faith
and skepticism argue their positions while retaining
respect for their opponent? In "GOD YES OR NO,"
Charlie Poole, an ardent Catholic, and Ron Edge, a
staunch Unitarian, debate traditional tenets of
Christian faith. Both approach their viewpoint with the
unique perspective of a physicist. A lifetime of physics
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research and teaching has shaped both their lives,
and influences how they answer the fundamental
questions of human existence.

The Particle at the End of the Universe
From the world-renowned physicist and best-selling
author of The Elegant Universe comes this captivating
exploration of deep time and humanity's search for
purpose. Until the End of Time is Brian Greene's
breathtaking new exploration of the cosmos and our
quest to understand it. Greene takes us on a journey
across time, from our most refined understanding of
the universe's beginning, to the closest science can
take us to the very end. He explores how life and
mind emerged from the initial chaos, and how our
minds, in coming to understand their own
impermanence, seek in different ways to give
meaning to experience: in narrative, myth, religion,
creative expression, science, the quest for truth, and
our longing for the eternal. Through a series of nested
stories that explain distinct but interwoven layers of
reality--from quantum mechanics to consciousness to
black holes--Greene provides us with a clearer sense
of how we came to be, a finer picture of where we are
now, and a firmer understanding of where we are
headed. With this grand tour of the universe,
beginning to end, Brian Greene allows us all to grasp
and appreciate our fleeting but utterly exquisite
moment in the cosmos.

God Yes Or No?
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The fundamental and very important property of
inertia has never been well understood. This book
shows how inertia has puzzled many scientists such
as Galileo and Mach, and then presents a new theory
that explains inertia for the first time, and also
predicts galaxy rotation without dark matter, cosmic
acceleration and some other anomalies. Further
evidence for, and tests of, the theory are presented
and exciting applications such as new inertial launch
methods and the theoretical possibility of faster than
light travel will be discussed. To allow readers to use
the theory themselves, some simple maths is
included, and to help explain the points made, there
are numerous cartoons by the author.

The Edge of the Sky
A natural philosophy expert who is also a physics and
astronomy professor discusses the limits of scientific
explanations and how our knowledge of the universe
and its nature will always remain necessarily
incomplete. 15,000 first printing.

Mathematical Physics Research at the
Cutting Edge
Does the future exist already? What is space? Are
time machines physically possible? What is quantum
mechanical reality like? Are there many universes? Is
there a ‘true’ geometry of the universe? Why does
there appear to be an arrow of time? Do humans play
a special role in the world? In this unique introductory
book, Dean Rickles guides the reader through these
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and other core questions that keep philosophers of
physics up at night. He discusses the three pillars of
modern physics (quantum mechanics, statistical
mechanics, and the theories of relativity), in addition
to more cutting-edge themes such as econophysics,
quantum gravity, quantum computers, and gauge
theories. The book’s approach is based on the idea
that philosophy of physics is a kind of ‘interpretation
game’ in which we try to map physical theories onto
our world. But the rules of this game often lead to a
multiplicity of possible victors: rarely do we encounter
a simple answer. The Philosophy of Physics offers a
highly accessible introduction to the latest
developments in this exciting field. Written in a lively
style, with many visual examples, it will appeal to
beginner-level students in both physics and
philosophy.

The Dream Universe
We are told that the universe-our universe-is
expanding, even accelerating, but into what? What
lies inside its boundary? What lies outside? What fuels
the expansion? The impetus from an explosion some
hundreds of billions of years ago? Or is new energy
flowing in, fueling the expansion, creating new stars,
speeding up its growth? At the other end of the
spectrum, are the "particles" that we know only by
their tracks actually tiny clumps of "something?" Or
can their existence-or not-be explained in some
simpler way? Or might they just be figments of our
mathematics, like Einstein's metaphor of time as a
discernable substance? the picnic at the edge of the
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universe sketches out a new model and offers some
surprising but obvious answers to these questions by
taking a new look at and around the barriers and
mental models that have blocked our view since we
first began to ask "what's it all about?"

The Evolution of Physics
An accessible look at the mysteries that lurk at the
edge of the known universe and beyond The
observable universe, the part we can see with
telescopes, is incredibly vast. Yet recent theories
suggest that there is far more to the universe than
what our instruments record—in fact, it could be
infinite. Colossal flows of galaxies, large empty
regions called voids, and other unexplained
phenomena offer clues that our own "bubble
universe" could be part of a greater realm called the
multiverse. How big is the observable universe? What
it is made of? What lies beyond it? Was there a time
before the Big Bang? Could space have unseen
dimensions? In this book, physicist and science writer
Paul Halpern explains what we know—and what we
hope to soon find out—about our extraordinary
cosmos. Explains what we know about the Big Bang,
the accelerating universe, dark energy, dark flow, and
dark matter to examine some of the theories about
the content of the universe and why its edge is
getting farther away from us faster Explores the idea
that the observable universe could be a hologram and
that everything that happens within it might be
written on its edge Written by physicist and popular
science writer Paul Halpern, whose other books
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include Collider: The Search for the World's Smallest
Particles, and What's Science Ever Done For Us: What
the Simpsons Can Teach Us About Physics, Robots,
Life, and the Universe

Complexity
From Brian Greene, one of the world’s leading
physicists and author of the Pulitzer Prize finalist The
Elegant Universe, comes a grand tour of the universe
that makes us look at reality in a completely different
way. Space and time form the very fabric of the
cosmos. Yet they remain among the most mysterious
of concepts. Is space an entity? Why does time have a
direction? Could the universe exist without space and
time? Can we travel to the past? Greene has set
himself a daunting task: to explain non-intuitive,
mathematical concepts like String Theory, the
Heisenberg Uncertainty Principle, and Inflationary
Cosmology with analogies drawn from common
experience. From Newton’s unchanging realm in
which space and time are absolute, to Einstein’s fluid
conception of spacetime, to quantum mechanics’
entangled arena where vastly distant objects can
instantaneously coordinate their behavior, Greene
takes us all, regardless of our scientific backgrounds,
on an irresistible and revelatory journey to the new
layers of reality that modern physics has discovered
lying just beneath the surface of our everyday world.

When Einstein Walked with Gödel
Edge begins with a massive and catastrophic shifting
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of the San Andreas fault. The fears of California
someday tumbling into the sea--that have become
the stuff of parody--become real. But even the terror
resulting from this catastrophe pales in comparison to
the understanding behind its happening, a cataclysm
extending beyond mankind's understanding of horror
as it had previously been known. The world is falling
apart because things are out of joint at the quantum
level, about which of course there's never been any
guarantee that everything has to remain stable. Koji
Suzuki returns to the genre he's most famous for after
many years of "not wanting to write any more horror."
As expected from Suzuki, the chills are of a more
cerebral, psychological sort, arguably more unsettling
and scary than the slice-and-dice gore fests that
horror has become known in the U.S. Never content to
simply do "Suzuki"--as it were--but rather push the
envelope on what horror is in general and for which
readers have come to know him, Edge City borders on
being cutting-edge science fiction. The author himself
terms this novel, which he has worked on for some
years, a work of "quantum horror."

The New Physics
Fear of Physics is a lively, irreverent, and informative
look at everything from the physics of boiling water to
cutting-edge research at the observable limits of the
universe. Rich with anecdotes and accessible
examples, it nimbly ranges over the tools and thought
behind the world of modern physics, taking the
mystery out of what is essentially a very human
intellectual endeavor.
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